
Journalist-turned-PR strategist Dina Behrman works with entrepreneurs who want to take their
business to the next level. She helps them do their own PR and leverage their media so they can
share their story and help more people, whilst gaining more followers, raising their prices and
making more sales. She launched her business following a decade working as a journalist,
during which she was published in virtually every national UK newspaper and many magazines.
She's worked as a publicist for a number of 7-figure business owners, and has also helped
hundreds of entrepreneurs learn how to do their own PR. She's been featured as a PR expert in
Forbes, Entrepreneur, Huff Post, The Guardian, BBC radio, amongst others.
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After ten years working as a journalist, I set up a side-hustle offering copywriting and PR. But
I was playing small, under-charging, and instead of publicising myself, I was hiding. I ended
up overworked, underpaid and heading for burnout.

In 2015 after giving birth to my eldest daughter, I decided things needed to change. I re-
branded my business and re-launched as a publicity coach & PR strategist. I shifted my
mindset and started owning my expertise.

By practicing what I preach I was able to get myself out there, get featured and grow my
business to multiple six-figures.

Today I help entrepreneurs from all over the world claim their expert status and get featured
in places like Forbes, Fox News, Daily Mail, Daily Telegraph, Marie Claire, Cosmopolitan, BBC
and more. Through my PR Power online course and Profitable PR Mastermind, I help
coaches, consultants and service-based business owners to do their own PR and leverage
their media coverage to amplify their impact, influence and income. 

How to do your own PR and get featured in
the press, without paying for advertising
How to leverage the media to create a
bigger impact and attract leads and clients

A decade's experience working as a
journalist for major national
newspapers & magazines

Recommended by Facebook's
#shemeansbusiness

Expert for Guardian small business

Have appeared on BBC radio 

Invited to Downing Street as part of Small
Business Saturday

Have hosted webinars and talks for Cision
PR, CharityComms, City Business Library,
Enterprise Nation amongst others

Featured as a PR expert in various
publications including Forbes, Entrepreneur
magazine, The Guardian and more

How to become the 'go to' expert in
your niche
Visibility tips and how to overcome
Imposter Syndrome 


